"World of Good" Goal Necklace
Share your cookie goals with a little “character”!

Girls learn the importance of Goal Setting, and how to communicate their goals to gain customer support and orders. Plus - they will be encouraged to do a World of Good with their cookie earnings.

Girls are doing a World of Good . . .
with their cookie money, and when they share their amazing projects and goals with this cute cookie key-tag necklace, customers will want to support them by purchasing lots of cookies! This simple, quick activity is ideal for large groups, plus it includes an opportunity for girls to learn two different styles of knots! Ribbon, key tags and World of Good stickers is all girls will need to make one of their own to wear and share!

Supplies:
◆ One key tag per girl
  (for large groups buy them cheaper in bulk, online).
◆ One ribbon per girl (34” piece)
◆ Markers or colored pencils
◆ One necklace sticker per girl (Print on adhesive backed paper or address label stickers OR print on paper and provide glue for applying graphic to key tag).

Choose from designs below:
  * Cookie Characters with a “Doing a World of Good with Girl Scout Cookies” message. Place the sticker on the front and write your service goal on the back.
  * Girl Scout Trefoil logo - write your # box goal in the center, and your fun, learning or service goal on the back.
  * Girl Scout Cookie graphic - choose your favorite cookie for the front, and write your goal on the back of the key tag.

TIP: You can also choose to place a cookie or cookie character on the front of the key tag (necklace charm) and place the picture of the trefoil on the back.
Instructions:
◆ Invite girls to select a sticker, a ribbon and a key tag.
◆ Demonstrate how to tie an Overhand Knot to form the necklace cord (see below).
◆ Demonstrate how to tie a Ring Hitch Knot to attach the key tag to the cord (see below).
◆ Cut out the sticker (or paper circle) and stick it (or glue it) to the key tag.
◆ Write your goal on the key tag and decorate it with markers.

Overhand Knot:
1. With the two ends together, form a small loop (ends on top).
2. Fold the ends over the cord, and thread it up through the loop.
3. Pull to tighten.

Ring Hitch Knot:
1. Thread the loop end of the necklace cord UP through the small ring on the key tag.
2. Take the knotted side of the necklace cord and thread it through the loop end.
2. Continue to pull the knotted end through, pulling tight. To pull tight, hold on to the key tag with one hand and pull the knotted end of the ribbon with the other.
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